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Let (X,,~) and (X' .~')  be polarized K3 surfaces defined over C, the field of com- 
plex numbers (i.e. X (resp. X') is a K3 surface and -~ (resp..if') is an ample in- 
vertible sheaf on it). The global Torelli theorem for K3 surfaces due to Piatetskii- 
Shapiro and Shafarevich [10] (and many others) can be stated as follows. 
Theorem. Suppose given an isomorphism of Z-modules 
H2(X, Z)(1) with the following properties. 
(1) f([.~')]) = ([~]) ([*l/s the cohomology class of ,.) 
(2) f is compatible with the intersection forms. 
(3) f preserves the Hodge structures. 
Then there exists an isomorphism ¢ : X-~ X' which induces f. 
f : H2(X; Z)(1) -~ 
Now (X,~) and (X' .~')  have models defined over a subfield finitely generated 
over Q, say K. It is natural to ask whether one can replace condition O) in the above 
theorem by the following 'arithmetical' one. 
(3 ') Tensorizing with •l for some prime number I and identifying H2(X" Z)(1)® 
~i with the l-adic dtale cohomology groups H2(X ', Qi)(1), f preserves the action of 
GaI(R/K) (here R is the algebraic losure of K in C). 
The purpose of this paper is to give an affirmative answer to this question. We 
will also deal with a much easier case, namely the case of curves and their H ~. 
The idea of proof is roughly the following. Given two objects as above, we can 
interpret the cohomology groups by means of H ~ of some abelian varieties. Hence 
we can apply a result of Faltings ([3], [4, Chap. VII) to show that the corresponding 
classical cohomology groups with coefficients in Z are isomorphic as Hodge struc- 
tures. So using the classical Torelli theorems, we conclude that the two objects in 
question are in fact isomorphic over C. 
The reduction from Hodge to ~ale is trivial in the case of curves, and moreover 
results of Sekiguchi [11] say that the isomorphism thus obtained is in fact defined 
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over K. For / (3  surfaces this reduction is a tittle complicated, but can be done, 
imitating Nygaaxd's proof of the Torelli theorem for ordinary K3 surfaces over 
finite fields [9]. 
I would like to thank Professors N.O. Nygaard and T. Shioda for their valuable 
advice and encouragement. 
. 
The arithmetical Torelli theorem for (non-singular projective) curves is the 
following. 
Theorem 1. Let K be a finitely generated extension of  Q and C, C' curves defined 
over K. We fix an embedding of  K into C, and denote by subscript C the base exten- 
sion under this embedding. Let 1~" be the algebraic losure of  K in C (again under 
the fixed embedding) and assume that there exists an isomorphism of 7/-modules 
f :  H l (Co, 7/)-% H 1 (Cc, 7/) which preserves the intersection forms and which is com- 
patible, after ® Q! for some prime number 1, with the action of  GaI(R/K). Then 
C and C' are in fact isomorphic over K. 
Proof. Let J(C) and J(C') denote the Jacobians of C and C' respectively. 
Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns. 
0 0 0 
0 ~ Homx(J(C),J(C'))® ~ ~ Coker ~ 0 
0 ' Homx(J(C), J(C')) ® Q! ' Coker ® ~i ~ 0 
,,, , Hom(Hl(J(C')c, Q),HI(J(C)c, Q)) 
1 
' Hom(Hl(J(C')R, ~1), HI(J(C)g, QI)) 
(Here, Homx(. , .  ) means the group of homomorphisms defined over K.) 
Since f® ~l "HI(J(C')I~, ~i)'-'H1(J(C)I~, Qt) preserves the Galois action, a 
result of Faltings ([3], [4, VI, Theorem 1]) impfies that it comes from an element of 
Homg(J(C), J(C'))® Qi. But then it is easy to see by a simple diagram chase that 
f® Q is induced by an element of HomK(J(C), J(C'))® Q. Hence f preserves the 
Hodge structures, and from the classical Torelti theorem it follows that there exists 
an isomorphism ¢~ : Cc -% C~: inducing f. Because f® Q comes from a rational multi- 
ple of an isogeny defined over K, the isomorphism of the Jacobians corresponding 
to ~ is also defined over K. Using Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 of Sekiguchi [11], we con- 
clude that there exists an isomorphism ¢ defined over K which induces f or - f .  [] 
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We pass to the case of (polarized) K3 surfaces. In what follows K,E and the 
subscript C mean the same things as in Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let (X, ~ ), (X" ~') be polarized K3 surfaces defined over K (i.e., X, X', 
and ~" are all defined over K). Assume that there is given a map f :  H2(X~, 7/)(1) -* 
H2(Xc,7/)(1) ((1) means the Tare twist) which satisfies the following four con- 
ditions. 
(1) f is an isomorphism of Z-modules. 
(2) f is compatible with the intersection forms. 
(3) f ( [~] )= [~cl. 
(4) For some prime number l, f(~Qt:H2(X~, ~t)(l)--*H2(Xg, Ql)(1) preserves 
the action of GaI(R/K). 
Then there exists an isomorphism g: X c-v* X~ inducing f. 
. 
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2, we will review briefly the theory of Kuga- 
Satake abelian varieties ([2, 5,6]). 
For (X,.~), a polarized K3 surface defined provisionally over C, let p2(X,Z)(1) 
(=p2(1)) denote the primitive part of H2(X,7/)(1) with respect o the intersection 
form and the polarizing class [~?]. Since p2(1)(~.N(HI ' - I t~H- I .1)  is two- 
dimensional over ~, we can choose an orthonormal basis e~, e2 in such a way that 
el + ie2 e H l,-1 
Let C+p2(1) be the even part of the Clifford algebra ssociated to p2(I) and the 
restriction of the intersection form to it. Multiplication by e+ = el. e2 on the left 
defines a complex structure on C+p2(1)~)~, which is in fact polarizable. The 
Kuga-Satake abelian variety of (X,.Z) is, by definition, the dual of C+p2(1)t~ 
~/C+p2(1), and is denoted by KS(X,-q?). 
We mean by (C+p2(1))s the algebra C+p2(1) endowed with the complex struc- 
ture defined above. On the other hand, viewing C+p2(1) as a right C+p2(1)- 
module, each element of C+p2(I) gives an endomorphism by left multiplication, 
and we obtain an isomorphism of algebras g : c+pE(1)-~Endc+p20)(C+p2(1)). We 
thus get another Hodge structure on C+p2(1), denoted by (C+p2(1))ad, which is 
isomorphic to Endc÷l~20)((C+p2(1))s) under g. 
Now assume that (X,.~) is in fact defined over a subfield F of C. We define 
KS(X, ~)  as KS(Xo.~c). 
Proposition. (Deligne [2, 6.5. Proposition]). With the notation as above, the follow- 
ing statements hold. 
(1) KS(X,.~) is defined over a finite extension F1 ofF. (F~FIC-,C.) 
(2) ~! = ~ ® Qt : C + (p2 (Xp, Qt)(1)) --~ End c +p2(D ® ¢~t ( H1 (KS(X, .~ )p, Qt )) preserves 
the action of GaI(F/FI). (~ is the algebraic losure of  F in C, and we are using the 
same symbol KS(X, ~)  for its model over F1.) 
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We can now prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (Cf. [9].) By conditions (1) to (3)f  induces an algebra isomor- 
phism f : C+p2"(I) (= C+P~c(X~, 7/))(1)--' C+p2(1), hence f : HI(KS(X',W'), 7/) --, 
H l (KS(X, W), Z), making the following diagram commute. 
(C+p2'(1))s Y ) (C+.p2(1))s 
H ~ (KS(X; W'), 7/) f , HI (KS(X, .~ ), Z) 
Passing to Endc+, we obtain the following. 
(C+p2'(1))ad 
Endc+p2,(l)(H 1 (KS t Z)) 
? 
) (C+p2(1))ad 
' Endc÷P,(l){H 1 (KS, Z)) 
where ~p is defined by (a(u)=.To uof- i .  
In these two diagrams, the vertical maps are compatible with the Hodge struc- 
tures, but we do not know a priori that f, f and ~p are. 
Now tensorizing the second diagram with Qt and using the compatibifity of 
/z®Ql, /z '®~t and f®Ql  with the Galois action, the last one being deduced 
from the assumption (4), we have that o®Q~ is equivariant under the action of 
Gal(R/Kl) where Kl is a common field of definition of KS(X, ~)  and KS(X',.W). 
Since C+p2(1)®Qt is central [1], we obtain a continuous homomorphism 
a: Gal(R/KI ) -" Q ? which satisfies of® Q t = a o f® Q to a - 1 = a(a ) f® Q t- 
Let S = {the places where at least one of the KS's has bad reduction} O {the places 
over l} t3 {the infinite places} and let Ks denote the 'maximal unramified outside S' 
extension of Kl. Since for each place !~ ¢ S the inertia Ip acts trivially on these two 
HI 's,  a factors through Gal(Ks/K1). Now let F~eGaI(Ks/KI) be the geometric 
Frobenius at p e S, x an eigenvector of Fp in HI(KS(X',.~w')£, ~l) and e the cor- 
responding eigenvalue. Because F'f ~ Qt(x) = e- lF p o f ® Qt(x) = a(Fp) f ® Qt(x), 
f~  Qt(x) is an eigenvector of Fp in HI (KS(X, a? )g, ~t) with eigenvalue a(Fp)e. But 
we know that both e and a(Fp)e are algebraic integers and their absolute values 
with respect o any complex embedding are (Np) 1/2. So a(Fp) itself is an algebraic 
integer and its archimedean absolute values are all 1. On the other hand we have 
tr Fp [n~tv,~scxde)x, c~,) =a(Fp)tr Fp [t-t't~tx" ~)x, ¢,) 
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which implies that a(Fp)e ~, the traces of Frobenius being rational integers. We 
conclude that a(Fp)=_+ 1, and hence, passing if necessary to a quadratic extension 
and using the (~ebotarev density theorem (cf. [4, Chap. VI, §2, Theorem]) we can 
assume that a is trivial, i.e., f® Qi preserves the action of Gal(l~/K!). 
Now we proceed exactly as in Theorem 1 to conclude that f is compatible with 
the Hodge structures. So f preserves the Hodge structures denoted by (.)s, and 
hence those denoted by (-)ad" But it is easy to see that p2(1) (resp. P2'(I)) is con- 
rained as a sub-Hodge structure in (C+p2(1))ad (resp. (C+p2'(1))aO) and f ,  restricted 
to P2'(1), gives f (cf. [8, 3.2. Lemma]). Therefore f itself is compatible with the 
Hodge structure and by the Torelli theorem of Piatetskii-Shapiro and Shafarevich 
[10], we obtain an isomorphism g:Xc-~X~: which induces f. [] 
Remark 1. When X,X' are singular K3 surfaces (i.e., when their Picard numbers 
are both twenty), we can prove Theorem 2 without resorting to Faltings [3]. We use 
the fact that the Kuga-Satake abelian variety of such a K3 surface is the product 
of 219 copies of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication [6] and that for A an 
abelian variety of C.M.type, the intersection of sl(Hl(A, ~t)) and the Lie algebra 
of a certain Galois group coincides with (the Lie algebra of the Hodge group of 
A) ® Qt [7, the last paragraph]. 
In fact, we can also prove the Tate Conjecture for K3 surfaces over number fields, 
using Kuga-Satake abelian varieties and Faltings [3]. So if, in the statement of 
Theorem 2, one of X and X' is singular, so is the other. 
Remark 2. It would be interesting to prove (or to disprove) an analogue of Theorem 
2 in the case of local fields of characteristic 0. Since the second p-adic 6tale cohomo- 
logy group of a K3 surface over a local field has a Hodge-Tate decomposition (this 
is again proved by means of the Kuga-Satake construction) and since an analogue 
of the Lie algebra relation in Remark 1 is proved by Sen [12], it might be true that 
Theorem 2 holds over local fields at least under the additional assumptions that the 
two K3 surfaces both have good reduction and that their reductions are isomorphic. 
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